With its slim, attractive design, Kenall’s new edge-lit Low Profile Sconce™ — available in surface or semi-recessed wall-mount options — is a decorative, durable luminaire designed to function in a variety of environments. Mix and match from six frame finishes and seven decorative lens options including custom graphics and colors. The surface wall mount fixture provides soft backlighting onto the wall surface resulting in a pleasing visual accent, and adding a soothing aura of light to any space.

### Low Profile (LPS) Sconce
- Available in 1', 2', and 3' lengths
- Frosted diffuser standard; optional library of decorative diffusers; custom graphics available
- Appropriate for interior and exterior use
- 13W, 18W and 34W
- 2700K, 3000K, 3500K and 4000K
- LED lifetime of 70,000 hours
- Dimmable edge-lit LED lamp source
- Universal voltage input 120-277VAC
- Suitable for healthcare and MRI applications
- Semi-recessed fixture meets OSHPD California Building Code

### Mounting Options
Surface and semi-recessed wall-mount sconces are available in 1', 2', and 3' lengths; MRI sconce available in 1' length. All options have a 5-3/16" width and can be mounted either horizontal or vertical.

- The surface mount has a 2-11/32" depth with backlight.
- The semi-recessed mount has a 1-3/8" depth.